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The telecommunications market continues to evolve rapidly.
Copper and fibre optic lines that once just carried voice traf-
fic now also transmit data, fax, and video. Added to this is
the explosive growth of IP (Internet Protocol) networks. New
companies are entering the telecommunications space as
service providers, and old companies are adopting new busi-
ness models built on new technology, making the landscape
highly competitive. Telecommunications firms are also look-
ing to enhance the services they provide their customers and
reduce the costs of delivering them. In the light of this,
telecommunications companies are rapidly embracing new
software-based switching solutions  – Softswitch technology
that runs on standard hardware to supplement or replace
central office switching functions. But why are they switch-
ing? Essentially this is because Softswitches are functionally
equivalent to conventional phone switches, only better, 
faster, and cheaper. 

Background
Switching constitutes a fundamental component of the

telecommunications framework, allowing effective point-to-

point communications without the need for a direct connection

between every node. Originally acting as a catalyst for the

expansion of the telecommunications industry, traditional

switches are now proving troublesome for engineers wishing

to increase their bandwidth capacity. Under the existing para-

digm, the phone system creates a single circuit between the

caller and destination. This line cannot, however, be used for

any other purpose during the duration of the call. The dedi-

cated circuit uses more bandwidth than is necessary. More-

over, calls get routed through the central office (CO) en-route

to their destination, and the CO currently uses large, expen-

sive, proprietary switches for call routing, designed to their

exacting specifications.

Software-based switches
One solution that is able to overcome these deficiencies is the

Softswitch  – a software-based switching and control solution

that runs on standard hardware to supplement or replace cen-

tral office switching functions (see Figure 1). Although deliv-

ering the same functionality as traditional switches and in so

doing are indistinguishable to end-users, Softswitches differ

from their predecessors in several important ways. Firstly, they

are based on open systems rather than proprietary ones, which

makes it easy to customize them using third party add-on prod-

ucts and services. Secondly, they are easily scalable, so carri-

ers can rapidly add capacity or new functions when they are

needed, overnight if necessary. And finally, due to their design,

Softswitches can seamlessly handle multimedia data forms, in

contrast to phone switches that are optimized primarily for

voice traffic.

These developments are able to satisfy the two key demands

underpinning the telecommunications network, namely relia-

bility and availability. In the current system the former remains

intact whilst latter is threatened by the sheer volume of data

streams. Growing levels of increasingly complex data are,

therefore, leading companies to seek software based telephone

switches that are both flexible and scalable. Such switching

software is pivotal to the “next generation network” telecom-

munications infrastructure. While offering exciting new capa-

bilities it is essential that compatibility with legacy networks is

retained, so evolution rather than revolution is crucial. Any

system instability could leave such an important infrastructure

critically disjointed. Network availability is key, although not

at the expense of reliability.

To ensure continuity, Softswitches are able to operate in the

public switched telephone network (PSTN) domain as they are

compatible with existing legacy systems. Further, they can

work in tandem with standard communications protocols and

deliver the high reliability that is the industry standard.

Conversely, to perform in the rapidly changing Internet proto-

col (IP) world, they also offer the capability of easily integrat-

ing multi-vendor, multi-technology solutions into a seamless

network of value-added features and service bundles that allow

carriers to differentiate themselves based on service and scale

on demand. This open architecture encourages strategic part-

nerships and alliances to create targeted telecommunications

solutions.

Next generation network
In the long-term analysts predict that only one type of phone

network will exist, namely IP. Recent technological advances

have enabled the shift to voice over IP (VoIP). Packet based

technology matches circuit-based in terms of reliability. The

explosive growth of IP networks parallel to PSTN networks

provides ample bandwidth to accommodate voice calls.
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Consequently, there has been a steady transition from a circuit-

switched to a packet-based infrastructure among network

equipment providers (NEPs) and original equipment manu-

facturers (OEMs). The IP network will eventually handle all

traffic, including voice, fax, data, and video, over a combina-

tion of fibre optic, coaxial, and copper lines. Until such time,

the PSTN will remain the most reliable channel for handling

phone traffic. However, there are some services, such as video

conferencing, that are too complex for Class-5 switches to

handle. In addition, capacity issues are driving service pro-

viders to seek alternative methods of carrying calls. So, for

now, PSTN and IP networks will coexist. 

Crucially Softswitches are able to integrate several key func-

tions in order to operate across these two independent and

functionally different networking systems. They combine a

media gateway, media controller, signalling gateway, and ser-

vice management platform. The Softswitch hybrids the two

networks and allows both to be fully utilized, laying the

groundwork for the eventual full transition from circuit to

packet switching. In effect Softswitch-based systems can

tightly integrate with other network components to provide a

comprehensive enhanced services solution offering multi-pro-

tocol call control, and supporting multimedia applications. 

In addition to replicating traditional telephone functionality

over less expensive IP networks, Softswitches also give service

providers the ability to simply define, deploy, and operate new

“value added services,” track their utilization and bill for them

on either a pre- or post-paid basis. By using the interfaces

(APIs) defined by the Softswitch, developers can integrate new

services or add new servers. Alternatively, providers can con-

nect with existing directories to support features such as caller

ID and selective ringing. As a result, Softswitches provide a

highly scalable, distributed, standards-based platform (hard-

ware, operating system, software, and APIs) that performs the

functions described above while maintaining the “dial-tone”

reliability of a traditional telephone company switch. 

As a result of their open architecture, Softswitches provide

great flexibility, which allows service differentiation based

on end user needs. Softswitches can facilitate “new revenue

opportunities” for telephone companies and next generation

carriers by allowing them to combine voice and data services

and efficiently integrate PSTN and packet telephony. Soft-

switches extend the concept of the PSTN Intelligent Network

(IN) or Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) and provide a

convergence point for next generation networks. Their scala-

bility and expansion capabilities allow carriers to add capacity

and services on demand. By complying with both conventional

and IP-based switching, signalling, and communications pro-

tocols, Softswitches provide the metaphorical glue between

systems allowing continued standards-based interoperability.

Softswitches serve to extend the performance and flexibility of

legacy systems by providing “bolt-on” scalability.

Protocol Support
With respect to standards and specifications, Softswitches

generally support the following switching and telephony pro-

tocols:

■ SS7

■ MGCP

■ H.323

■ IPDC

■ SIP

■ ISDN-PRI (see Figure 2)

These protocols allow seamless traffic exchange within or

between service provider networks. Softswitches simplify the

process of adding new protocol stacks through open APIs.

Providers can simply add a new server that delivers the desired

functionality. Several of the protocols can work interchange-

ably, and this interoperability among protocols adds to Soft-

switches flexibility and ease of deployment. As Softswitches

are able to replace existing Class-4 or Class-5 switches new

service providers have lower barriers to entry since they no

longer need to purchase an expensive Class-5 phone switch.

They can just purchase the capacity they need and add more as

they expand their customer base. Even with a small customer

base, providers can still offer a broad set of services enabled by

applications that connect to the Softswitch.

Hence Softswitches allow telecommunications companies to

reduce the costs of handling traffic, especially at a time of

exploding volumes of data that their networks must carry.

Capabilities built into the Softswitch allow it to off-load calls,

especially Internet dial-up calls, onto IP networks, reducing or

eliminating bottlenecks at Class-5 switches in central offices.

This effectively boosts the capacity of existing lines and

extends a switches’ useful life.

In addition, Softswitches in PSTN networks can intercept fax

data and route it to lower cost IP networks. The ability for car-

riers to easily upgrade a Softswitch, by adding new services
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through a separate application server, or by deploying a third-

party module, means they can deploy new services more

quickly and at lower cost than with traditional methods. As

such, new value-added offerings or service bundles represent

an excellent way for companies to differentiate themselves

from their competition at a lower cost. Using separate servers

for different functions allows telecommunications companies

to maintain a robust infrastructure for completing calls inde-

pendent of the additional features they provide to individual

customers. 

Furthermore, Softswitches allow service providers to add fea-

tures in one location but have them available to all customers

across their networks via remote access. Local exchange car-

riers (LECs) and ISPs can offer alternative voice or fax ser-

vices within their local long distance networks. Some exam-

ples of value-added functions include:

■ Conference calling

■ Local number portability

■ Call forwarding

■ Automated call distribution

■ Unified messaging

■ 800 numbers

■ Caller ID

■ Various forms of authentication

Carriers are able to reconfigure their Softswitches using Java

or XML or provide software tools to allow their customers to

mix and match voice and data services based on individual

preferences. 

In terms of implementing a Softswitch
In terms of implementing a Softswitch with available, open,

standard hardware, several Softswitch vendors are already

shipping softswitches with Sun Microsystems Netra™ sys-

tems or Netra CP CompactPCI boards. According to the May,

2000 Yankee Group report The Brains behind the Brawn: “The

only clear winner that we can declare at this point is Sun

Microsystems, hands down. The $500 million agreement to do

business over the next seven years with Lucent is only the tip

of the iceberg for Sun. This computing leader has grasped onto

the multibillion-dollar opportunity of offering carrier-grade

servers to the telecom industry. All of the vendors we spoke

with in the call agent/softswitch arena either are currently

loading their software onto Sun platforms, or plan on doing so

at customer request.”

This preference for Sun Netra Systems or Netra Boards is

based on Sun’s historic investment in the three major areas of

necessity to Softswitch vendors: 

■ SCALABILITY to meet the increasing number of sub-

scribers, combined with demand for more data bandwidth

to each user

■ HIGH AVAILABILITY to match the proven continuous

uptime of existing class 4/5 switches

■ INTEGRATED, OPEN HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

STACKS to enable vendors to quickly deliver new

services on their softswitches

The latest Netra product offerings from Sun combine the high

availability and scalability advantages of new industry stan-

dards based on CompactPCI, with improvements in Sun’s

UltraSPARC™ processors, Solaris 8, and ChorusOS Opera-

ting environments, and associated systems management soft-

ware. CompactPCI standards bring rear access cabling with

front access hot swap removal of processors and I/O cards,

more rugged H.110 standard telephony buses, and higher com-

pute density.

Sun’s Netra ct CompactPCI systems are their first NEBS-certi-

fied Netra systems to incorporate Sun’s CompactPCI boards

(see Figure 3). High availability is improved on Netra ct sys-

tems with hot swap support for CompactPCI boards, redundant

disk drives, power supplies, fans, and power distribution units.

Serviceability uptime is increased through improved systems

management hardware/software, including LEDs for all FRUs

in the chassis, separate microprocessor-based alarm cards, and

software agents for remote service and agents for network man-

agement service desks like Sun’s Management Center.

Scalability and flexibility are provided through a common

chassis with common field replaceable units for mixing and

matching dual 8-slot CompactPCI chassis, up to 4 5-slot

CompactPCI chassis, and either front or rear I/O cabling

access. Softswitch vendors now have the option to include the

media gateways inside Netra ct on CompactPCI DSP boards,

improving system density. To speed softswitches to market,

Sun’s NetraReady for Solaris program qualifies and tests

CompactPCI boards for Netra ct and compatibility with Sun’s

Netra CP CompactPCI processors.

Figure 3
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Scalability for increas-

ing softswitch call pro-

cessing is enhanced fur-

ther in Netra ct systems

by plugging in Sun’s

new Netra CP 2000 fam-

ily CompactPCI satellite

processors (see Figure

4). These new Sun Com-

pactPCI boards include

new, low-power UltraSPARC IIe embedded processors, and

can be plugged into Netra ct in non-system slots to scale up

call control and signalling control processing in softswitches. 

CompactPCI standards and new lower power processors offer

other advantages to softswitch vendors. Sun’s Netra CP2000

family includes faster 500 MHz processors yet with 30%

lower power consumption. Equally important are higher den-

sity PICMG standard PMC I/O connectors on which to install

SS7/E1/T1 PMC-standard cards available from Ericsson Info-

tech and other vendors. Signalling controllers with full SS7

stacks can now be contained in a single CompactPCI slot, a

Sun Netra CP2060 processor with PMC module mounted on

it. As more call processing is required, softswitch vendors can

plug in more combo CP2060/SS7/E1 cards.

And to improve high availability, Sun’s new Netra CP 2000

family CPU boards include PICMG-standard support for

IPMI systems management. Using the IPMI bus standard in

the CompactPCI backplane, Netra CP 2040 boards can inter-

rogate other Netra CP2060 or CP2080 processors in other

CompactPCI slots, and any other IPMI-standard enabled I/O

cards for identity, configuration, and status information.

Software agents under Solaris 8 are available to gather and

forward this information over networks to network manage-

ment consoles.

Today’s class 4/5 switches offer a set of rich services shown in

Table 1 not yet available on Softswitches. To enable Softswitch

vendors to quickly deliver equivalent services, the Netra ct sys-

tems and Netra CP 2000 boards now include upgrades to

Solaris 8, to support the open software stack of iPlanet for web

application and management services, secure portal services,

IPv6 for larger numbers of IP devices, and IPsec for improved

IP network security.

Conclusion
With changing market conditions driving the need for less

expensive and more flexible switching solutions, and with ser-

vice becoming the key area of product differentiation, a combi-

nation of market and technical forces will ultimately contribute

to the rapid importance of Softswitch implementation. New ser-

vice providers are seeking ways of reducing costs in a crowded

market. Softswitches allow them to traffic call to cheaper IP net-

works and also to rapidly launch new value added services.

Regardless of the size, all companies that embrace Softswitch

technology seek the benefit of cost reduction, service differen-

tiation, and leveraging the PSTN while migrating to IP-based

networks. Improved flexibility and functionality at a lower cost

must surely be viewed as a win-win situation, and accordingly

Softswitches will undoubtedly become the new industry stan-

dard, satisfying the public’s seemingly insatiable new desire for

information. New off-the-shelf hardware and software systems

are now available for vendors to quickly build competitive

softswitches. Improved scalability and high availability are now

being delivered through CompactPCI hardware and software

standards and fully NEBS-certified systems like Sun’s Netra ct

systems. Improvements in software operating environments like

Sun’s Solaris 8 and the iPlanet Internet services software stack

offer integrated, open software/hardware platforms that allow

softswitch vendors to concentrate their resources on services

differentiation rather than the underlying scalable, highly avail-

able hardware and software.
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Softswitch attributes

Table 1

Reduce Costs

• Manage networks more efficiently

• Reduce costs of handling calls

• Boost capacity of existing lines by
offloading data to IP networks 

Improve Service

• Differentiate service through value-
added offerings 

• Roll out new services more quickly 

• Provide end users capability to
maintain their own service
preferences 

Facilitate Migration to IP Networks

• Leverage existing databases 

• Evolve networks and services
through a distributed architecture

• Allow for easy expansion  
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